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of Isaiah1
Hanna Liss
Hochschule für Jüdische Studien, Heidelberg

1. Preliminary remarks on modern research on Isaiah
1.1.

Modern research on Isaiah has made tremendous progress during the last twenty
years. This advance is primarily due to the fact that redactional questions
concerning the development of the book as a whole have resulted in a number of
challenging conclusions.2 Nevertheless, many of the axioms by which the
interpretation of the prophet’s message is determined have never been called into
question. The eighth-century Isaiah had a good eye for the abuses in his own
society; reproaching his society, in particular its political and cultic
representatives, for their transgressions. The picture drawn of the Judean society
is extremely decadent: addiction to luxury (Isaiah 3), roaring celebrations (Isaiah
5), law-breaking (Isaiah 5), and drunken priests (Isaiah 28). Isaiah sharply
exposed the system in which crushing pledges and taxes drove the small farmers
into debt-induced slavery, while at the same time big landowners increased their
large landholdings and indulged in Dolce Vita. But the prophet does not only
attack the Judean society in relation to these internal problems. In view of the
Assyrian western expansion that cast its long shadows in the Ancient Near East, at
the latest since 745, foreign policy and the question of policy vis-à-vis the allies

was Isaiah’s topic in particular. There is widespread agreement, that the eighthcentury prophet announced total “judgment”3 to a generation generally
characterized as “stubborn sons of Judah.” With this characterization, it is argued,
he claimed that the destruction of large parts of the Judean shefela could have
been averted if the kings (Ahab, Hezekiah) had abstained from military aid by
Assur and Egypt and instead had trusted in God.4 The prophet had acted in vain
for at least 30 years against the resistance of a rebellious people.
1.2.

This interpretation is generally linked to the so-called ‘command not to
comprehend’ (Isa 6:9-10). We read for instance:
If it should actually be true, that the ‘command not to comprehend’
stands at the beginning of Isaiah’s activities, and if we should take this
command seriously, then we would be faced with the following
consequence: no matter what the prophet proclaims, it would always be
the execution of this non-comprehension, the execution of judgment.”5
Another argument for the separation of non-comprehension and Isaianic
proclamation is the epistemological observation that he cannot preach
non-comprehension if he desires communication. The request: “listen
but please do not understand” is paradox and contrary to any purpose of
communication (...) In the exegesis of this passage we have to become
aware that the command not to comprehend does not have an object that
we could lay our hands on. In terms of communication, therefore,
chapter 6,9-10 is sheer without substance.6

1.3.

These conclusions by R. Kilian (1977) and U. Berges (1998) are quoted here pars
pro toto for many Biblical scholars. There has hardly been a passage in the
biblical corpus that has placed upon its interpreters such difficulties of
interpretation as Isaiah ben Amoz’s ‘command not to comprehend.’ Kilian’s and
Berges’ interpretations show in remarkable clarity the exegetical ‘bag of tricks’
that has to be opened to master these difficulties. We find unanimity especially on
two issues: first, the ‘command not to comprehend’ describes a situation that

negates any purpose of communication; second, prophetic speech is “intended
communication,” “clear instruction. This combination presents us with a problem:
clear instruction seeks to be heard and understood, but what exactly is “clear
instruction?” Who are its addressees? And, did Isaiah truly speak clearly at all
times? What does it mean, when it is written that the prophet spoke with strange
lips and with an alien tongue (Isa 28:11a), or when we read that God will work his
alien work (Isa 28:21)?
1.4.

The concept of stubborn-resistance, as we find it in the classical passages
referring to the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart in the Book of Exodus, is often
applied to the Book of Isaiah. This concept (in German: ‘Verstockung’) does not
have a direct linguistic equivalent in Hebrew. A determinative concept, however,
that is common to both Exodus and Isaiah is a negative communicational
relationship between God and a human being (or collectively: the people of
Israel).7 This negative communication is seen where the word of God to the
people is either simply not heard, or where human action occurs in contradiction
to the intentions of God. The hermeneutical starting point of almost every
exegetical interaction with the non-comprehension statements in Isaiah is the
classification of prophetic proclamation as “message of salvation” on the one
hand and “proclamation of judgment” on the other. The polarity of this
classification is based on the hypothesis that God, in all instances, wants to create
a positive communicational relationship between himself and his people, and that
only the negative response of the people leads to a ruinous act of judgment. The

“hardening” is seen as God’s judicial reaction to the wrongful behavior of the
people or, specifically, of their political and cultic representatives.
1.5.

Only a few scholars so far (such as G. von Rad8, F. D. Hubmann9 and recently F.
Landy10) have gone against this hypothesis. One of its consequences is very often
a psychological or historical explanation of the (literary) genesis of the ‘command
not to comprehend.’ The advocates of the so-called ‘Rückprojizierungsthese’
(first introduced by F. Hesse)11 separate the command itself in Isaiah 6:9ff. from
Isaiah’s activities (in word and deed) as recorded in First Isaiah. These advocates
subsequently do not ask the question of how the command influenced the
practical shaping of the prophet’s action in word and in prophetic sign. In other
words, they do not ask about the execution of the command itself.

1.6.

In the following, I would like to raise the question of whether or not the premise
of what will be introduced shortly can be accepted without question. Can Isaiah’s
message actually be reduced to the argument of a “pious prophet” on one hand,
and the “obstinate people” on the other? Was Isaiah essentially offering clear
instruction as support for the formation of opinion for the political and cultic
elite? Does the Isaianic tradition convey that listening to and acting according to
the prophetic message could have dammed the Assyrian expansion, and thereby
could have prevented the destruction of large portions of the Judean empire? And,
last but not least, with regard to the question of whoever handed down the Isaianic
tradition, one might ask whether these agents, as part of ‘this people’ (still!),
wanted to portray themselves only in terms of a “stubborn people.”

1.7.

The hermeneutical starting point for the following observations will be the
structure created by the lack of communicational equivalence between prophet
and people caused by the ‘command not to comprehend.’ This structure will be
used as the basis to develop a constructive assessment of Isaiah’s prophetic
effectiveness (as well as its reception by later agents of tradition).12 The exegesis
will concentrate primarily on stylistic aspects of the text. The textual basis of the
following arguments is constituted by texts, which are classified according to
form and content by many scholars as Isaianic.13

2. The foundation of a structure of ‘non-communication’
2.1. The ‘command not to comprehend’ (Isa 6:9-10)
6:9

He said:
Go then, and say to this people:
‘Keep hearing, but do not comprehend Keep seeing, but do not understand!’

6:10

Make dull the mind of this people,
Stop their ears, and glue their eyes shut!
Lest they see with their eyes, hear with their ears,
and understand with their hearts, and turn and be
healed (...)

2.1.1. Isaiah 6:9ff. ()שמעו שמוע ואל תבינוdescribes the actual ‘command not to
comprehend.’ The grammatical structure (verbs of perception without direct
object) serves as a first indication that the imperatival call to hear and to see does
not refer to anything concrete, but merely constitutes the initial situation between
speaker and listener:14 The speaker asks the audience repeatedly for a
communicative interaction (Isa 6:9bαβ) which, at the same time, is not upheld. Isa
6:9bαβ implies, therefore, that a basic communicative readiness on the part of the

people, triggered by the command for hearing and seeing ()שמעו שמוע, is
inverted by the requests for not understanding and not recognizing, that is, by
 אל תבינו.
2.1.2. V10ab describes a second command, which is directed to the prophet as its
immediate subject. Compare the following outline of the different levels of
communication (= LC).
LC3

LC2

LC1
ויאמר

לך ואמרת לעם הזה
שמעו שמוע ואל תבינו
השמן לב העם הזה
ואמר

2.1.3. Like the ‘command not to comprehend,’ the second command imposed on Isaiah
not only shows an imperatival structure (Imp. hiph. *)שמע* ;כבד* ;שמן, but also
a metaphorical usage of its verbs. Since v10 uses an identical vocabulary (*;שמע
*)ראה* ;בין, a close relationship between both commands is established: by
transmitting the ‘command not to comprehend,’ the prophet causes the condition
illustrated in v10 ( )…פן יראהto come into being. As a first result, one can say
that the ‘command not to comprehend’ in Isa 6:9-10 presents as its primary

intention the formation of a negative communicative interaction. According to our
text, the negation of hearing, seeing, and understanding is not rooted in the
people’s transgressions, but in the appearance of the prophet. Isa 6:9-10 explicates
that the creation of non-communication, i.e. the rejection of the word of YHWH,
is not left to the people, but rather arises from the command itself. If this call has
any positive meaning at all, then this meaning can only be found on the level of
communication, not within the logic of the text. This leads us to the next
interpretative step. The ‘command not to comprehend’ reveals a higher goal,
namely the intention to create a negatively qualified communication between the
prophet and the people. All this points to the first assumption that the inner
structure of the ‘command not to comprehend’ does not render the speech
recorded in Isa 6:9ff. as a clearly understandable prophetic word, i.e., a word that
would open a real possibility of decision for the people. The command thus does
contain a prophetic mission that at first glance is a contradiction in terms:15
YHWH intends to move the people, through the prophetic word, into the status of
non-comprehension.

2.2. The vision as an experience of ‘non-communication’ (Isa
6:1-8)
6:1

In the year of King Uzziah’s death,
I saw the LORD seated on a throne raised up on high,
his lower area16 filling the palace.

6:2

seraphim were in attendance above him: Each of them had six
wings:
with two he covered his face, with two he covered his feet, and
with two he flew.

6:3

(Each) called out to the other, saying:
‘Holy, holy, holy is YHWH Zeva’ot: This, what the
whole earth fills, is his glory’17

6:4

The pivots of the threshhold shook at the sound of their call, and
the house began to fill with smoke.

6:5

And I said:
‘Woe is me, for I am silenced!18
For I am a man of unclean lips, and I live among a
people of unclean lips.
For my eyes have seen the king, YHWH Zeva’ot.’

6:6

Then one of the seraphim flew to me, (holding) a hot coal in his
hand that he had taken from the altar with a pair of tongs.

6:7

He touched (it) to my mouth, and said:
‘Behold! (Now) this has touched your lips,
your guilt is removed, and your sin is purged19 away.’20

6:8

Then I heard the call of the LORD saying:
‘Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?’
And I said:
‘Here I am! Send me!’

2.2.1. In the following, the visionary experience in Isa 6:1-821 shall be described mainly
in terms of its communicative structure: how does the text depict the relationship
between the dramatis personae? How does the speaker, the “prophetic I” (PI ),
describe his visionary confrontation with the (sovereign) LORD, and what

implications arise from the visionary experience with regard to the ‘command not
to comprehend?’
2.2.2. At the center of the introductory segment of these verses stands the attribute of
holiness expressing the existing distance between YHWH and the prophet. The
entire scene is thus dominated by the dialectic movement between the Lord’s
immediacy and his simultaneous distance to the observer. There is no construction
of a communicative relationship to Isaiah. During the entire introductory scene
(vv1-4), Isaiah remains in the role of a passive observer. He can only respond to
the immediacy and close proximity of the Lord with the awareness of his own
distance from God (v5).22 Therefore, the text presents as corresponding elements
on LC2 the ‘Holy, holy’-call of the seraphim23 and the ‘Woe’-cry of Isaiah:
LC3

LC2

LC1
(...)

קדוש קדוש קדוש יהוה צבאות
(...)
אוי לי כי נדמיתי כי איש טמא שפתים אנוכי

2.2.3. The vision-report (vv1-5) defines the lack of communicative equivalence between
Isaiah and YHWH as a necessary element of a meeting between “impure” human
beings, in particular the ‘people of unclean lips,’ and the divine king. In that
respect, Isaiah does not hold any particular status. The text portrays him as part of
the people among whom he lives.

2.2.4. The moment Isaiah becomes aware of his “impurity,” he is approached by the
divine sphere through one of the seraphim. ‘Guilt’ and ‘sin’ ( )עון ;חטאתare not
elucidated in any more detail. Yet, by correlating the ‘purification’ and the
unclean lips, the speech of the saraph clearly puts a connection forward between
‘guilt/sin’ on the one hand and ‘unclean lips’ on the other.24 Consequently, one
can say that the phrase of the ‘unclean lips’ expresses in general the deficient
status of man facing the Holy One. Isaiah’s ‘silence’ (*  דמהII [=*  ]דמםni.) is
the necessary consequence of the vision. It is a relationship of noncommunication25 as well as recognition of one’s forlornness26 not caused by a
specific transgression, but as a characteristic of the relationship between God and
man. The immediate visionary proximity of God causes the prophet’s awareness
of his own distance from God: the ‘silenced man’ is the human being who can not
even dare to come within reach of God.27 The purification of Isaiah by one of the
seraphim expresses that the inability to establish a communicative interaction
between the pure and the impure can only be overcome by the divine sphere, i.e.
on order of YHWH, who alone can create a positive communicative
correspondence between Isaiah and himself.28 From this point (v7) on, Isaiah is
permanently different from the people, since he is able to respond to the divine
call meaningfully: The ‘Woe’-cry is replaced by the answer ‘Here I am! Send
me!’ The purification not only forms the prerequisite for the prophetic task, but
rather establishes a sharp demarcation line between the prophet and the people
who remain in the status of “a people of unclean lips,” i.e. within a relationship of
non-communication.

2.2.5. The vision report, therefore, encompasses two different types of communication
with the Divine: whereas Isaiah is depicted as part of his people in the beginning
(vv1-5), vv6ff. move him to a distinctly isolated position29 that lays the
foundation for his ability to communicate with God. Since the people do not
experience such a ‘purification,’ they are kept in the status of a ‘people of unclean
lips.’ As a corollary, a second characteristic of Isaiah’s prophecy is thus made
coherent. Whether Isaiah wanted it or not, he no longer stood on the side of his
people: the people will never “get it,”30 but this inability for communicating
(hearing and listening!) results from Isaiah’s distinctive position.
2.2.6. My preliminary conclusions are that Isaiah 6 describes the lack of communicative
equivalence between the prophet and the people, and thus Isaiah’s rejection by the
people as something initiated by YHWH himself. This non-comprehension is a
necessary result of the prophetic word and describes the impossibility of
comprehending what Isaiah himself could only understand after the event of his
purification. Hence, prophetic message and its rejection are complementary
elements. With regard to the ‘command not to comprehend,’ one can say that the
relations of non-communication between Isaiah and the people are not presented
as a result of the behavior of a ‘stubborn people,’ but rather as an entity of its own
quality: a necessary tool in the course of the meeting between prophet and people.
2.2.7. This structure of a lack of communicative equivalence is now to be proven in
Isaiah’s message, as laid out in particular in Isaiah 1-12 and 28-32.
Methodologically, we will ask less about social-historical events behind the text,
but rather confine ourselves to stylistic means and features presented in the text.

Four different types of language patterns shall be mentioned that shed light on
Isaiah’s prophetic discourse and bear relevance for the structure of noncommunication: (a) The use and function of “quotations” in the prophetic
speeches; (b) the creation of fiction; (c) the use of metaphorical language; and (d)
the (depiction of the) prophetic signs.
2.2.8. Several questions concerning the form and function of the different kinds of
quotations arise. Are there any kinds of distinguishing marks between “faked” and
“authentic” quotations? What purpose do they serve? Why does Isaiah allow his
enemies (e.g. the Assyrian king) to turn to the (implicit) audience/reader by means
of ironic speech? How do the metaphors function in these quotations? What do
the narratives on the prophetic signs say about the temporal correlation between
‘seeing’ and ‘comprehending?’

3. Quotations, Metaphors, and Signs: Enigmas of Prophetic Speech
3.1. The Assyrian ‘rod’ as mirrored in the prophetic word: Isa
10:5-15*
10:5

Ah, Assyria, the rod of my anger, the stick - it is in their hand31 - of
my fury!

10:6

Against a dastardly nation I send him,
and against a people of my fuming rage I command him,
to take spoil, and to seize plunder,
to trample him down32 like ‘gutter mud’ in the streets.

10:7

Yet, he: this is not what he is inclined to, his mind does not see it
that way.
Rather: destroying is in his mind, cutting off not (only) a few
nations.

10:8

For he says:
‘Are not my commanders all kings?33
Is not Calno34 like Carchemish, Hamath like Arpad,
Samaria like Damascus? (...)

10:13 for he said:
‘By the strength of my (own) hand I have done it,
by my wisdom, for I have understanding.
I remove35 the boundaries of peoples,
deprived them of their ‘bellwethers’,36
like a bull I have brought down (their) inhabitants.37
10:14

My hand has grasped the wealth of peoples like a nest:
as one gathers eggs that have been abandoned, I have
gathered all the earth.
There was no one that (excitedly) fluttered with its
wings,
Or opened its ‘beak’ to cheep.

10:15

Does the axe boast over the one who hews it,
or the saw magnify itself against the one who wields
it? (...)

3.1.1. Isa 10:5-15* can be characterized as a consistent literal unit, bound together by
the motifs of “rod” and “stick” ()מטה ;שבט.38 The remarkable feature of the
opening verse (v5) is caused by the fact that the metaphorical speech does not
declare Judah (or another small political entity) to be the “rod” of YHWH’s anger.
Instead it is the mighty Assyrian empire and the Assyrian king respectively; and
the empire, in fact, at the peak of its political power (this touches the question of
the exact dating of this expression only indirectly). During the eighth century
B.C.E. Assyria was the main political actor within the Syro-palestinian
territories.39 It was Assyria who claimed to hold the scepter and, therefore,
systematically collected the rods or scepters (GIŠhu-ta-ra-teMEŠ or h9attu GIŠPA) of
the smaller and inferior states, thereby changing their status into that of a vassalor “puppet”-state.40 Isaiah turns the powerful Assyrian empire into a tool in the
hand of a strange and, from Assyria’s point of view, even powerless God. This
metaphor takes up the motif of the Assyrian king as the kašūš ilāni [rabûti])41, the

destructive weapon of the (Great) Gods, a title which has been attached to the
Assyrian Kings since Salmanassar I and Tukulti-Ninurta I,42 acting as
representatives of their gods.43 The Assyrian kings waged wars mainly for the
execution of the divine anger (uzzu ili; kimiltu). Within this ideology the Assyrian
kings became executors of the divine judgement44 and were thus also assured of
military victory.45 Isaiah, who must have known these topoi, took them and
consciously defamiliarized them, letting the Assyrian king take a stand according
to his own religious and political ideology against a “dastardly nation.”46 At the
same time, Isaiah puts him under a foreign divine commander. To proclaim
Assyria as the “rod” of the Lord is, therefore, rhetorically seen a “re-evaluation of
all current values.”
3.1.2. Vv8-14 contain an extensive quotation put into the mouth of the Assyrian king (or
better: a typos of the Assyrian king). The first paragraph lists six cities according
to their geographical order (north to south) and corresponds to the “displayinscriptions” that also list events in their geographical order as seen in the palace
of Sargon II in Dūr-Šarru-ukīn = Khorsabad,47 unlike the so-called “annals” that
list the events in chronological order. The chronological order of the Assyrian
campaigns can be listed up as follows:
City
Arpad
Kalno
Dammeseq
Shomron
Chamat
Karkemish

Assyrian king
Tiglat-Pil’eser III
Tiglat-Pil’eser III
Tiglat-Pil’eser III
Salmanassar V
Sargon II
Sargon II

campaign/year
740 (annexed)
739/38 (annexed)
733/32 (annexed)
722 (annexed; 733/32 vassal-state)
720 (annexed; 738 vassal-state)
717 (annexed)

3.1.3. Without going into the campaigns mentioned here in more depth,48 the description
(according to the geographical order) clearly alludes to the method of the
Assyrian western expansion, in which small states were sooner or later
incorporated into the Assyrian provincial system, losing their political and
cultural independence (vv13-14). Likewise, the image of the bird’s nest reflects
the situation of the small states in the Syro-Palestinian territories in light of the
Assyrian military strength: the small state rulers often left their cities, their
families and population and fled westward, so that many towns could be taken
with lowest use of military force.49
3.1.4. The power and the self-confidence of Assyria are a dominant factor in vv13-14.
For many modern exegetes, the “Anti-Typos” Assyria discloses itself from here.
The demonstration of the power of the Assyrian king (v13a) is mostly
characterized in terms of “hubris” and Assyrian “over-estimation” of its military
abilities. One has to assume not only for the bird image with its different semantic
determinations (i.e. the metaphor of the abandoned nest; the excited behavior of
the wing-beating bird mother50), but also for the complete characteristic style of
vv8-9, 13-14 that Isaiah by and large adopts the style of the Neo-Assyrian Royal
Inscriptions.51
3.1.5. The literary and visual Assyrian “propaganda” (or better: ideology) pursued
internal as well as external purposes: directed towards the inside of the Assyrian
society, it emphasized not only the military performances of the single king but
also the glorification of the Great Gods in whose names wars were initiated and
who equipped the king with military power and helped him towards the victory.

At the same time potential opponents were supposed to be be intimidated and
weakened at the onset of every military action taken. One can see very clearly that
Isaiah’s “image of Assyria (...) was the same as that defined and promulgated in
the official literature of the Neo-Assyrian kings” (P. Machinist). Recently, W. R.
Gallagher has been able to prove with further detailed individual comparisons that
the expression in Isa 10:8ff. takes up Assyrian propaganda.52 One has, therefore,
to assume that Isaiah had either direct access to official Assyrian documents like
obelisks, steles53 and reliefs, or had gained indirect knowledge of the Assyrian
literal propaganda as a member of the political and cultic elite.54
3.1.6. Isaiah 10 is often understood as if Isaiah wanted to make its opponents recognize
Assyrian hubris by a means of the final rhetorical question. His audience should
appreciate the Judean God as the “master of the history.”55 But did Isaiah really
intend for his listeners to take such a view? One can assume that the royal elite
knew not only about the successful military campaigns, but also about the
ideological self-portrayals of Assyria. Therefore, such a claim would have been
doomed to failure from the start: Isaiah’s characterization of Assyria as “the rod
of the Lord” is a theopolitical judgment against every contemporary historical and
political expertise, and could have evoked nothing other than derision by his
audience.56 If one denies that Isaiah wanted to persuade his contemporaries of
Assyrian hubris, then one has to explain the meaning and the function of the
“Assyrian quotations” even more.
3.1.7. In my view, two points have to be emphasized. First, by means of the Assyrian
propaganda in the prophetic speech, Assyria indeed becomes a tool in the hand of

God and his prophet. Assyria is transformed only within and by means of the
prophetic speech into a completely heteronomous instrument of God’s power in
history. Second, and even more important, Isa 10:5ff. contains a fictitious
element57 whose essential function lies in the expansion of the semantic realm of
the text. The historical and theological context given in the text is exceeded in this
manner. The prophet selects single elements from available reference rooms (in
our case: intertextually) and puts them into another literary context.58 He removes
them from their traditional system of reference (i.e. the Neo-Assyrian Royal
Inscriptions) and establishes simultaneously a new reference system in which
these de-contextualized elements are fit in. In this, Isaiah reaches a kind of
“ambiguity within the fictional text.” By means of the prophetic speech, the
Judean God is given the possibility of escaping previous patterns of expectation
and of establishing his own theo-political reality, or, as Z. Radman put it:
(...) we get to realize that in creating fictional possibilities with
metaphorical means we can escape the dictates of determinism,
causal connections and patterns of habits, and exercise our
freedom, so that we never stop believing that we can do things
otherwise.59

3.1.8. By proclaiming Assyria as the “rod of God’s anger,” using the Assyrian idiom,
the prophet breaks out of previous semantic realms, thereby leaving behind not
only the previous system of reference but likewise the primary audience that still
adheres to these previous categories. The fiction gives up the original reference
and instead arranges what seems impossible or what remains concealed in reality.
The audience cannot yet establish any relationship of mental or intellectual

understanding for what the prophet proclaims. This will be possible only in
hindsight, following historical events (i.e. 701 BCE).

3.2. “Covenant with Death” (Isa 28:14-19*)
More than Isa 10:5ff.,* our second example describes a dramatic confrontation
between Isaiah and his opponents, the “scoffers.”
28:14 Therefore, hear the word of YHWH,
you scoffers, ‘patter-merchants’60 of this people in Jerusalem.
28:15 Because you have said:
‘We have made a covenant with death, and with She’ol
we have a pact.61
When the overwhelming scourge passes through, it will
not come to us.
For we have made a lie our refuge, and in falsehood we
have taken shelter.’
28:16 Therefore, thus says the LORD, God:
‘Behold, I am the one who62 laid in63 Zion a stone, a
massive stone,64 a precious cornerstone65 set firmly in
place.
The one who trusts will not act hastily.66
28:17

And I will make justice the measuring line, and
righteousness the plummet.
Hail will sweep away67 the refuge of lie, and waters will
overflow the shelter.

28:18

Then your covenant with death will be annulled, and
your pact with She’ol will not stand:
When the overwhelming scourge passes through, you
will be battered and trampled down by it.
As often as it passes through, it will take you morning by morning it will pass through, by day and by
night;
and it will be sheer terror to understand the message.’

3.2.1. Isa 28:14ff. displays a parallel structure to Isa 10:5ff.* integrating “quotations” of
Isaiah’s opponents (…  ;כי אמרתםv15) and showing extensive use of
metaphorical language as well. With regard to the literary structure, one can see

that the prophetic threat corresponds to the “quotation” of his opponents almost as
a mirror image:
Vv15a.18a
חזֶה
ֹ  ְשׁאוֹל עָ ִשׂינוּ-וְ ִעם

מָ וֶת-כָּ ַר ְתנוּ ְב ִרית אֶ ת

 ְשׁאוֹל ל ֹא תָ קוּם-זוּתכֶ ם אֶ ת
ְ ָוְ ח

מָ וֶת-יתכֶ ם אֶ ת
ְ וְ כֻ פַּ ר ְבּ ִר

Vv15b.18b
(qere)ּבר ל ֹא יְ בוֹאֵ נו
ֹ ע
ֲ ִכּי ַי

(qere) שׁוֹט שׁוֹטֵ ף

בר וִ ְהיִ יתֶ ם לוֹ ְל ִמ ְרמָ ס
ֹ ע
ֲ ִכּי ַי

שׁוֹט שׁוֹטֵ ף

Vv15bβ.17b
וּבַ שֶּׁ קֶ ר נִ ְסתָּ ְרנוּ

ִכּי שַׂ ְמנוּ כָ זָב מַ ְחסֵ נוּ

וְ סֵ תֶ ר מַ יִ ם יִ ְשׁטֹפוּ

וְ יָעָ ה בָ ָרד מַ ְחסֵ ה כָ זָב

3.2.2. There is widespread agreement that v15 contains a “faked” quotation.68 Modern
exegesis mostly concentrates on the content(s) of the prophetic threat: Isaiah
criticizes the royal elite69 who seem to feel very safe and, therefore, behave as if
they were in league with death and the underworld.70 In addition, some exegetes
see in this text an allusion to necromancy and the occult.71 Yet, such an
interpretation seems to be insufficient because it pays too little attention to the
fact that the quotations contain metaphorical language, and that the proposition is
established by means of the metaphors, not behind them.
3.2.3. The passage vv15, 18 is based on the structure of the confrontation between
“quotation” and “threat” as kind of a “counter-quotation.” In this, the textual
construction shows a dialogical character. This structure forces us to consult not

only one element for the interpretation of the section but to determine both
elements in their relation to each other. The “quotation” put into his opponents’
mouth formally fulfills the function of a basic outline of Isaiah’s own threat. In
other words: Isaiah’s forecast that ‘your covenant with death will be annulled, and
your pact with She’ol will not stand’ needs this quotation, since otherwise his
threat as a threat would not have fit. It is only in this manner that the “quotation”
of Isaiah’s opponents is to be considered a “faked quotation.”72 There are no other
clues for this at a semantic level; the text says…כי אמרתם. In terms of the
communicative patterns of the passage one can assume that the situation arises
from a correction by his opponents: Isaiah quoted “incorrectly” in order to
formulate his own threat.73 However, his opponents would have objected that
such a word had ever been spoken. In this case the point of Isaiah’s prophecy
would have been lost. The bogus quotation serves only to establish a sharp
confrontation to the political behavior of his opponents.74 Furthermore, by means
of this “quotation” the political behavior of the opponents is raised to a ‘metalevel.’ It does not arise from any real political perspective and, therefore, does not
meet any political reality either.
3.2.4. The quotations in Isa 28:15,18 are based on a structure that has been characterized
by H. Weinrich as ‘Konterdetermination’ = ‘counter-determination.’ It concerns
the composition of the individual units of the metaphor. Each one originates from
a clearly outlined meaning in its original context (‘determination’).75 For
example: “ מחסהrefuge”76 and “ סתרshelter” (*סתר, often hi.)77 originate in
prayer and refer to God’s protective care for either the individual or for the whole

people. Isaiah’s contemporaries probably relied on this promise and on its divine
protection. Likewise the expression  בריתrefers to the covenant between God and
Israel.78 In contrast,  שאול// מות, 79 and  שקר// כזב, 80 especially when used in
prophetic language, depict the distance between God and Israel and a wrong
relationship between the two in general. The “semantic shock effect” consists in
the dissolving of the previous semantic coherence fields81 and the re-composition
of these concepts with expressions and ideas from a semantic realm not
compatible with the previous meanings:
covenant ≠ death// Sheol ≠ pact
lie ≠ refuge///falsehood ≠ shelter

3.2.5. By means of the metaphorical language, the prophetic interpretation establishes a
new horizon of meaning that could not have been within the scoffer’s horizon of
comprehension.82 Their horizon was, of course, not the prophetic one. It was
limited due to the fact that they had to deal with political realities rather than with
prophetic realms. By means of the quotations, therefore, prophetic language
realizes a kind of audiatur et altera pars: the scoffers are presented with an
everlasting voice. In this, Isaiah’s threat has indeed become a ‘provoking’ word,
bringing about action and consequence (‘Tun-Ergehen’) on one and the same
level.

3.3. Communicative structures of prophetic activity:
the symbolic actions
3.3.1. The action
3.3.1.1.Prophetic signs can be seen as a genuine part of prophetic appearance. They
should, therefore, be considered when interpreting prophetic activity.83 Two
prophetic signs are found in First Isaiah (8:1-4; 20:1-6). In the following, I will
examine the first of these two signs (Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz) more closely. I will
not focus on the question of how the prophetic action might have taken place
historically, but rather concentrate on the literary structure of the text. The subject
matter is particularly concerned with the problem of the temporal sequence as
represented in the text.
3.3.1.2.Isaiah writes in the presence of two witnesses (Uriah and Zechariah represent the
cultic and political elite)84 the phrase: [‘ למהר שלל חש בזfor85] Soon-SpoilHaste-Prey’ on a large tablet.86 The expression בחרט אנוש87 ‘in common
characters’ emphasizes that Isaiah is not writing some illegible Menetekel on the
tablet, but something that is completely understandable on the level of the
semantics of the Judean language.88 After his (second) son is born, Isaiah receives
the command from God to give the child the name Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz. This
command to name the child leads to the announcement of the upcoming
destruction of Damascus and Israel (Isa 8:4).
3.3.1.3.The announcement of these future events is thus the explanation of the name. It is
remarkable that the text describes the prophetic sign as something the witnesses
can see, but not understand. Nowhere does the text contain an explanation for the

act of writing directed to these two witnesses, nor does it contain an interpretation
of the name that is communicated to the public.89 In addition, the sequence of
events fails to make an explicit connection between the command to name the son
and the public act of writing. Isa 8:1-4 thus describes a negative situation of
communication, as the witnesses are integrated into the events at one point, but
simultaneously excluded from any extended understanding of what has happened.
The prophetic sign, through which both the prophet as well as the witnesses are
lifted into the same sequence of events, impedes the creation of a common ground
of communication through its factual realization. The non-comprehension of
Isaiah’s contemporaries is a result of the prophetic action.
3.3.1.4.The peculiarity of the story lies in the fact that the second divine speech to Isaiah
(Isa 8:3b,4) connects the command to name his son with a future historical event.
The name of the son is thus defined as a sign for a historical event that will be
realized only in the future. This sign does not correspond to anything real at the
time of its enactment.90 The immediate inner motivation of the sign is therefore
found only in its own factual realization.91 The prophetic signs can thus be
described as outwardly visible but not understandable: the signs could only be
said to have immediate meaning, if they indeed corresponded to a real event,
which could provide the key to their decoding. Furthermore, the interpretation of
the name is known only to the prophet. From what we have described, we can
infer a relative chronological sequence of the events:

I
Date X

למהר שלל חש בז
Writing

II
approx. 10 months after date X

מהר שלל חש בז
Naming of the child

III
approx. 21-22 months after
date X92
…ישא חיל דמשק
Carrying off the spoils of
Damascus …

3.3.1.5.On the level of communication, we must credit the sign with complete
‘meaninglessness,’ because, at the time of its enactment, it contributes nothing to
the communication between Isaiah and the people, nor does it serve any
pedagogical purpose. And even if we took the sign as an ‘iconic sign,’93 it would
cover only single aspects of the event still due to happen.94 To take it the other
way around: an ‘iconic sign’ would, at best, provide the audience with what might
be called a ‘surplus of undisclosed meaning,’ thereby causing even more
confusion. The symbolic action impedes communication. What, then, is its
purpose?
3.3.2. The sign
3.3.2.1.A sign always shows a triadic structure,95 as we can only speak of a sign in the
combination of the shape of a sign (the ‘signifier’), the meaning of a sign (the
‘signified’) and the user of a sign.96 This holds true both for ‘conventional’ and
also for 'non-conventional' signs, as in this case with the prophetic signs. For a
sign to be recognized as a sign, there always has to be a fact or event that can be
put in relation to the sign.97 Only the appearance and realization of that which is
signified can verify or falsify a certain interpretation and can legitimize or reject
the one who has proposed the interpretation.

3.3.2.2.It is because of these thoughts that we cannot characterize Isa 7:3 as a symbolic action
bearing a sign. Neither the naming of the son, nor the fact that the son comes along to the
meeting with Ahaz are interpreted at any point. The text does not establish any
correlation between signum and significatum. We can assume that the king knew the
meaning(s) of the name (he could, after all, speak Judean!), but it is doubtful whether he
realized the extended meaning of the name. The name She’ar-Yashuv is still translated
and interpreted today in at least two contrary ways:98 (positively: “A remnant of the
people will return;”99 negatively: “A mere remnant will return from the battle”).100
Modern biblical scholars thus expect something from Isaiah’s contemporaries which they
cannot even accomplish in retrospect.101 The mere fact that Isaiah takes a son with him
who bears a significant name does not transform this action into a symbolic action.

3.3.2.3.The verification of the sign occurs always after completion of the (signified)
event. What does this fact have to say in regards to the function of a prophetic
sign? Very often, prophetic signs are said to have a pedagogical function. In this
case the sign would not refer to an actual event in the future, but would merely
describe the most negative possible picture of future events, in order to provoke a
reaction in the people who would then work against these possible future events.
With this interpretation, the intention of a prophetic sign would not be the
transportation of a future reality into the present. On the contrary, the sign as
warning intends to prevent this reality from ever happening. An even stronger
point is also the fact that the narrative in Isa 20:3 does not define the prophetic
sign as a mere warning, but rather as a true sign; or, better, as אות ומופת, a
portent. The instances of prophetic signs insist on a retrospective correlation
between the prophetic sign and historical reality. This historical reality is enriched
by qualifying it as divine action, which, however, can only be recognized as such
when looking back into the past. The people remain in their prevailing ways of
being and doing; their subjective influence upon the signified historical reality
does not occur. Based on the analysis of the texts containing prophetic signs, we
can further postulate, that the continuing non-comprehension of Isaiah’s

contemporaries is a historical constellation which can only be understood through
a retrospective meta-historical interpretation as done by later agents of the
Isaianic tradition.

3.4. Intermediate results
3.4.1. The literal traditions of the prophetic heritage contain the prophet’s voice as well
as the voice of his opponents. Isaianic prophecy consists of several different
modes of language that bear relevance regarding the topic of non-comprehension:
The

metaphors:

Isaiah

uses

the

metaphors

as

an

instrument

of

defamiliarization. The metaphorical expressions create new semantic realms in
which God as the ‘rock of refuge’ is transformed into a ‘stumbling-stone.’102 At
the same time, metaphorical language encloses a destructive element, since it
destroys fundamental ideas and beliefs that Isaiah’s contemporaries still adhere
to.
The quotations: the quotations fulfill a very important task within prophetic
language. These quotations hand down not only the prophet’s theo-political
view of history, but also the confrontation with the prophetic word and thereby
the people’s status of non-comprehension. The prophetic word and the word of
Isaiah’s contemporaries contrast with each other anti-thetically. The literary
tradition of the prophetic heritage includes the confrontation and preserves it
for later generations without repealing it at a later point. Thus, later generations
can not only understand God’s “alien work” in history (cf. Isa 28:21), but they
will also be able to recognize Isaiah’s contemporaries as an integral part of this

work without blurring the boundaries between the theo-political sphere of the
prophet and the political realm of history.
Fictitious realms: By means of the fiction elements, the prophet creates a
“theo-political” sphere over and against the “geo-political appearance,” thereby
giving his God the possibility of escaping the previous patterns of expectation.
In view of the political and military circumstances at the end of the eighth
century, prophetic fiction represents a kind of Judean “counterpropaganda” for
later generations.
3.4.2. In this structure of non-communication, the prophecy of Isaiah differs decisively
from its Near Eastern parallels. Notwithstanding the different types of Ancient
Near Eastern oracles (in Mari or the Neo-Assyrian Prophetic texts), all these
oracles share one crucial aspect: by means of prophetic oracles the gods (e.g.
d

Aššur or dIštar) sought to enter into a positive communicative relationship, i.e.

Divine action and human deeds should correspond to each other in a meaningful
way. Most of the oracles (to a great extent oracles of encouragement or
salvation)103 deal with a dangerous situation for the king, either with regard to
domestic issues or with regard to foreign policy. The king demands an oracle (or
acts in response to an oracle going out spontaneously), in order to (re)assure
himself of the victory over his enemies. Almost all of the ›lā tapalla h~‹-oracles,
notwithstanding their respective distinctive facets, share two crucial matters: (a)
the liability of the divinity to the oracle given; and (b) the liability of the king to
the (military or political) instructions being issued with the oracle. Therefore, the
god is not only committed to a positive communicative intention (mediated by a

so-called šaprû,104 due to a vision), but also to the lack of ambiguity of the
instructions and promises offered by the oracle.
3.4.3. This structure of politics based on prophetic oracles had determined Assyrian
political ideology for centuries. Yet, politics relying on prophecy is unproblematic
only as long as politics and military campaigns turn out positively, as can clearly
be seen in Assyrian history: the royal representatives were dependant on the
successful outcome of foreign policy and military campaigns as much as their
gods. The defeat of Harran (609/10), where the fate of Assyria was finally sealed,
led not only to the burial of the last Assyrian king (Ashur-uballit II), it also
signaled the burial of his God dAššur. A fatal end was enacted for both sides: the
Assyrian king was deserted by dAššur, and dAššur became the divine loser within
history. In opposition to the Ancient Near Eastern oracles, Isaiah’s prophecy
insisted on the incompatibility between men’s policies and God’s action in
history. The prophecy of the “strange work” of God (Isa 28:21) sets out to draw a
sharp demarcation between God’s action and the policy of the Judean kings: no
one should refer to God for his military plans within the course of history; no one
should make demands on God for his own purposes. In that, Isaiah’s prophecy
gains significance as a testimony to a truth that was to be comprehended by his
contemporaries only at a later point.

4. The implied author and the implied reader
4.1.1. As a final point, we shall briefly discuss the question of the transmission of the
(literary) heritage of Isaiah’s oracles. The debate on the problem of who collected
prophetic oracles, at what time, and for which purpose shows a wide-ranging

disagreement among modern Biblical scholarship. This issue is in particular
related to the question how much of the material preserved is due to later
redaction. Recently, E. Blum has presented the crystallization of the early Isaianic
tradition, in particular chs. 1-11 and 28-32, as a ‘prophetic testament,’ as Isaiah’s
‘self-reflection of the prophetic tasks and functions since Amos.’105 According to
Blum, this ‘self-reflection’ was caused by the failure of Isaiah’s prophetic mission
in light of the events of the year 701. Likewise, Chr. Hardmeier has characterized
the literary tradition of the prophets as a ‘literature of prophetic opposition’
(“Oppositionsliteratur”) against the contemporary cultic and political elite.
According to Hardmeier, Isaiah’s so-called ‘Denkschrift’106 fulfilled its main task
as a document for the stabilization of the identity of a prophetic support-group
facing the Judean crisis immediately after 701.107
4.1.2. By assuming a prophetic support group (which is hardly covered by the text)
Blum, Hardmeier and others argue that the literary heritage of the prophetic
message was collected and re-shaped from a ‘prophetic point of view.’ Isaiah’s
successors presented the material through the ‘lenses of the prophet,’108 i.e. pro
domo.109 In contrast, U. Becker, J. Høgenhaven, Chr. Seitz and others maintain
that a large part of the Isaianic tradition (including large portions of chs. 1-12, 2832) was written by deuteronomistic redaction(s) as a response to the catastrophe
of 597/585 BCE. The main issue for this theological school was the supposition
that the catastrophe could have been avoided if Israel’s representatives had acted
with justice and righteousness. According to Høgenhaven, the prophetic traditions
were collected in post-exilic times “by redactors who were, undoubtedly, most

strongly influenced by 'oppositional' or 'anti-official' viewpoints (...),” as kind of
an ‘opposition in retrospect.’110
4.1.3. One may take as fact the idea that the Isaianic traditions as a literary product were
collected and selected by an immediate support-group, or that they represent
(post)-exilic theological reflection. However, one assumption common to all these
arguments is presupposed: the idea that the prophetic message in its oral as well
as in its later literary stage faced a twofold group of addressees to be assigned as
the primary recipients of ‘oral communication’ on one hand and ‘literary
tradition’ on the other. In that, the primary addressees of the prophecies of doom
and the later agents of tradition, i.e. the secondary addressees, are regarded as two
independent and in any case non-identical groups of people.111

addressee
primary addressees of the oral
communication
king, political and cultic elite
secondary addressees of the literary
tradition
prophetic support-group// dtr. circles

actions
Rejection of the prophetic message
‘Listening,’ collecting. Acceptance and
authorization of the prophetic message as
“Tora”112

4.1.4. According to the above-mentioned scholars, the oral communication, which was
directed mainly against the political representatives, had never been taken up
positively. As for its literary function, it have been converted into a mere
pedagogical and educational instrument for later generations.
4.1.5. At this point I would like to propose a ‘third way’ to elucidate not only the
beginnings of the literal prophetic tradition, but also the question of the agents of
tradition. A crucial indication for the transmission of prophetic oracles are the two

commands for writing down the oracles addressed to Isaiah in Isa 8:16 and Isa
30:8. Without entering here into the exegesis of Isaiah 8 and 30 in more detail,
one has to assume that the process of literal crystallization must have started at the
time of the primary confrontation between the prophet and his contemporaries.
Like the ‘sealing of the instruction’ (Isa 8:16), Isa 30:8 presents a twofold
element: the public proclamation of the prophet’s message, accompanied by a
writing act (→ synchronic time-level), and the transformation of this inscription
into a ‘witness stand’ for a later date, performed in front of the same public.
Those who do not listen to the prophetic word ‘now’ (i.e. at the time when the
message is written down)113 shall be reminded of it at a later stage of history (→
diachronic time-level). Given that, the text’s function is that of a witness,114 cf. Isa
30:8:

time
 עתהNow (... write)
 יום אחרוןtime to come

4.6.

addressee
אתם: contemporary
public/primary audience:
contemporary
public/primary audience:

function
rebuke
witness

The element of ‘witness’ forms a constitutive aspect for the process of the literary
tradition of the prophetic message. A written testimony as a ‘witness’ contains
documentary elements. It preserves the communicative process and, thereby,
encompasses both parties involved in the communicative relationship. The literary
witness serves as the foundation of a successive development of ‘understanding,’
in which the historical agents (subjects) find themselves as literary entities
(objects) of the events described. This applies to the prophet as well as to ‘this

people.’ It seems, therefore, reasonable to claim that a historical confrontation
was adopted on a literary level and transformed into a theological dichotomy
between ‘this people’ and the prophet, in order to the preserve the status of noncommunication for later generations. Against Hardmeier and others, who consider
Isaiah’s literary testimony to be a document for the stabilization of a prophetic
support group’s identity, I would propose that the written Isaianic tradition served
as a tool for the remaining cultic and political elite115 to (re)-gain their identity as
‘God’s people’ from which God had dissociated himself by means of the
prophetic word in the course of history.116 It was only then that the prophetic
oracles of doom found their way as a collective traditum into the literary heritage
of the people of Israel.117
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